Piaget’s Sensorimotor Substages

	The simple reflexes substage (0-1 month) involves coordinating sensations and action through reflexive behaviors such as rooting and sucking.  Babies develop the ability to produce behavior that resembles reflexes in the absence of obvious reflexive stimuli.  This provides evidence that the baby is initiating action and actively structuring experience in the first month.

The first habits and primary circular reaction substage (1-4 months) involves infants’ reflexes evolving into adaptive schemas that are more refined and coordinated. A habit is a scheme based on a simple reflex that is separate from its eliciting stimuli. A primary circular reaction is a scheme based on the infant’s attempt to reproduce an interesting or pleasurable event that initially occurred by chance.
The secondary circular reaction substage (4 to 8 months) involves the infant becoming more object-oriented or focused on the world, moving beyond preoccupation with the self in sensorimotor interactions.
The coordination of secondary circular reactions substage (8 to 12 months) involves the ability to combine two or more primary circular reactions into a single scheme.  It also involves the ability to locate a hidden object in the first location it was hidden in. Intentional goal directed behavior is evident.
The tertiary circular reactions, novelty, and curiosity substage (12 to 18 months) involves active experimentation by infants as they refine and schemes and create new ones.  Infants become intrigued by the variety of properties that objects posses and by the many things they can make happen to objects. They can also find an object hidden in a new location (avoid A not B error).  
The internalization of schemes substage (18-24 months) is when infants’ mental functioning shifts from purely sensorimotor to symbolic.   The infant is now able to represent schemes internally and use primitive symbols.   This is the transition to the preoperational stage

Identify which of Piaget’s substages each action represents.   Explain why.    

	When playing with his baby sister Joey gently brushes her cheek with the paw of a teddy bear.   Baby Lucy responds by turning her head toward the toy and begins sucking.  



	Katie discovers that her stuffed dog plays music when she pushes its tummy.   She squeezes the toy over and over to hear the music.



	Danny is playing with a toy car. He rolls it as far as it will go until it hits the wall and is stuck.    He then looks at the car and the wall for a few moments then turns the car around and rolls it in the opposite direction.



	Abby is playing peekaboo with her baby sister.   When she puts the blanket over her own head, baby Emma grabs the blanket and pulls it away, gleefully delighting in “finding” Abby.



	Tyler finds his foot and manages to grab it.   After he lets go he then reaches for and attempts to grab his foot over and over again.



	After hiding her son Zack’s pacifier under a red cup several times the then hides it under a green one while Zack watches.   Zack quickly lifts the green cup and places the pacifier in his mouth.    



	 Danielle finds that hitting a particular toy makes it play music and lights go on.    Hitting another makes a fascinating noise.   Hitting the dog makes him make a noise and run off.   Hitting the table of her high chair makes a different noise and causes dishes to rattle and move around.






